Where Art Belongs

By Chris Kraus

Condition: New. 175 x 114 mm. Language: English. Brand New Book. In Where Art Belongs, Chris Kraus examines artistic enterprises of the past decade that reclaim the use of lived time as a material in the creation of visual art. In four interlinked essays, Kraus expands the argument begun in her earlier book Video Green that the art world is interesting only insofar as it reflects the larger world outside it. Moving from New York to Berlin to Los Angeles to the Pueblo Nuevo barrio of Mexicali, Kraus addresses such subjects as the ubiquity of video, the legacy of the 1960s Amsterdam underground newspaper Suck, and the activities of the New York art collective Bernadette Corporation. She examines the uses of boredom, poetry, privatized prisons, community art, corporate philanthropy, vertically integrated manufacturing, and discarded utopias, revealing the surprising persistence of microcultures within the matrix. Chronicling the sometimes doomed but persistently heroic efforts of small groups of artists to reclaim public space and time, Where Art Belongs describes the trend towards collectivity manifested in the visual art world during the past decade, and the small forms of resistance to digital disembodiment and the hegemony of...
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Reviews

This composed book is excellent. This really is for all who state that there had not been a worth reading through. Your life period will probably be change as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Cheyanne Barrows

The book is fantastic and great. I have go through and i also am certain that i will planning to read through once more once more down the road. Its been printed in an exceedingly simple way and is particularly simply after i finished reading through this publication through which really changed me, change the way i think.
-- Hank Powlowski
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Shadows Bright as Glass: The Remarkable Story of One Man’s Journey from Brain Trauma to Artistic Triumph

Descent Into Paradise/A Place to Live
ANNICK PRESS, Canada, 2010. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 175 x 119 mm. Language: English. Brand New Book. Friendships confront the force of authority in these raw, powerful stories. When the new kid from Afghanistan is put in Martin’s class, Martin...

Where’s Toto?/Ou Est Toto?
Barron’s Educational Series. Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Where’s Toto?/Ou Est Toto?, Elizabeth Laird, Leighton Noyes, Marie-Terese Bougard, This new title in the illustrated “Let’s Read!” language-learning series is a real page-turner! It’s a story for kids, written...

Next 25 Years, The: The New Supreme Court and What It Means for Americans
SEVEN STORIES PRESS, 2008. Paperback. Book Condition: New. A new, unread, unused book in perfect condition with no missing or damaged pages. Shipped from UK. Orders will be dispatched within 48 hours of receiving your order. Orders are dispatched Monday â€“ Friday....

A Reindeer’s First Christmas/New Friends for Christmas (Dr. Seuss/Cat in the Hat)

Animation for Kids with Scratch Programming: Create Your Own Digital Art, Games, and Stories with Code
Mentorscloud LLC, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 254 x 178 mm. Language: English. Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Think Logically. Present Artistically. The myth: Programming is only for kids who are good at math and science. The...
Where Does Art Belong? A trio of recent shows—from Hilma af Klint, Warhol, and Bruce Nauman—propose radically different answers to that question. By Barry Schwabsky. Sign up for our Wine Club today. Did you know you can support The Nation by drinking wine? Whom is an artwork for, and where does it belong? Every modern or contemporary artist has either had to answer these questions, or else accept the ready-made answer that our culture offers: Just do your work and let the invisible hand of the market sort out its fate. More than 15 chris kraus where art belongs at pleasant prices up to 16 USD. Fast and free worldwide shipping! Frequent special offers and discounts up to 70% off for all products! If you're looking for high-quality and affordable chris kraus where art belongs - you'll find the best chris kraus where art belongs at great prices on Joom - from 10 to 16 USD. A wide range of available colours in our catalogue: Green, Purple, Pink, Multicolor, Red. Chris Kraus | Where Art Belongs. #chris kraus #semiotext(e) #where art belongs. 7 notes. Germaine Greer re the editorial board of Suck, quoted in Where Art Belongs by Chris Kraus.